EBAA Iron Incorporated (EBAA) is an American family owned corporation with foundry and finishing facilities in Eastland Texas, Albany Texas, and Cordele Georgia.

“Products manufactured by EBAA proudly display the mark: USA”

EBAA manufactured products are melted, poured, finished, machined, coated, and assembled exclusively in the United States of America. This includes, but is not limited to: restraint body castings, gripping wedges, wedge actuator screws, gasket rings, ball joint components, expansion joint components, meter covers, etc. EBAA does not import foreign castings, raw or partially finished, for subsequent completion and assembly - to be labeled as made in the USA.

EBAA purchases several non-cast component items from outside vendors. These items include gaskets and fasteners used to assemble EBAA manufactured products, or gaskets and fasteners packaged as accessories to complete field installation of our products. These items are not manufactured by EBAA and may be supplied by non-domestic sources. Manufacturer or vendor certificates of compliance and country of origin statements are available for these components upon request. Although we strive to procure domestic components, price and availability may hinder this endeavor. Please contact our Customer Service Representatives if domestic only is required on these items.

EBAA purchases the EBAA Wedge, variable deflection flange gaskets, and certain small diameter Flex-Tend assemblies as items purchased for sale. These items are not manufactured by EBAA, are from non-domestic sources, and do not have domestic availability. Please contact our Customer Service Representatives to discuss as necessary.

Certification concerning country of origin, standards met, and other technical aspects of products manufactured by EBAA Iron Inc., are available upon request.

Contact Information:

Customer Service: 800-433-1716
                 254-629-1737
Fax:            254-629-8931
Email:          contact@ebaa.com
Website:        www.ebaa.com